This paper presents an algorithm for measuring hair and face appearance in 2D images. Our approach starts by using learned mixture models of color and location information to suggest the hypotheses of the face, hair, and background regions. In turn, the image gradient information is used to generate the likely suggestions in the neighboring image regions. Either Graph-Cut or Loopy Belief Propagation algorithm is then applied to optimize the resulting Markov network in order to obtain the most likely hair and face segmentation from the background. We demonstrate that our algorithm can precisely identify the hair and face regions from a large dataset of face images automatically detected by the state-of-the-art face detector.
Introduction
In the past few decades, there has been intensive research and great strides in designing and developing algorithms for face recognition. A more complete recent literature survey of face recognition can be found in [4, 8, 22] . All those previous approaches perform recognition using face appearance alone, and only focus on analyzing the information of a small cropped face area, which is usually composed of one or more cropped rectangles around eyes, nose and lip.
However, literatures in psychology has claimed that there are also other important facial features for human visual system to recognize the face identity, such as features extracted from forehead, chin, and hair areas [5, 16] . Unfortunately, those features are not well studied to date in the computer vision communities since they are generally hard to be detected and extracted automatically. For example, detection of human hair is challenging because human hair usually contains non-rigid shape and large color variations.
The work of Yacoob and Davis [19] is the only prior work we can find on hair detection. Their approach con-structs a simple color model and uses it to recognize the hair pixel. However, their detection can only work under controlled background environment and very less hair color variation. On the other hand, hair modelling, synthesis, and animation have already become active research topics in computer graphics [6, 9, 10, 12, 18] .
In this paper, we present a probabilistic graphical model to perform the segmentation task of the human hair and face regions from the background. Our approach extends the traditional segmentation algorithms, such as Graph-Cut [3, 15] and Loopy Belief Propagation [20] , by incorporating the color and location model. Therefore, our proposed hair and face segmentation algorithm is fully automatic without any human intervention commonly used in [2, 7, 15] .
Recently, Song et al. [21] and Anguelov et al. [1] addressed new approaches to improve the performance of the standard clustering and recognition algorithms for human faces by integrating the temporal (the time photos were taken) and clothing information since people tend not to change clothes in a short period. We believe that our proposed algorithm can provide additional human hair information as a short term cue in these framework to further improve the recognition performance as well.
Mathematical Framework
Let I(x) = z denote an image mapping each pixel
T to its color value z. The color value is usually quantized in some color space, such as the regular RGB color space or the LAB perceptual color space. Let S(x) = f x denote the segmentation, where f x ∈ {0, 1, 2} represents the labelling, with 0 for background, 1 for the hair region, and 2 for the face region. Our goal is to solve the segmentation problem that assigns each pixel x a label f x , where f x is locally smooth and consistent with the observed data. We further assume that the segmentation S is also guided by location P (x|f ) and the color P (z|f ) prior distributions of the labelling in the image.
In the next subsection, we first introduce how to learn the color and location distribution in our framework.
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Modelling of Color and Location Distribution
In the training process, the location prior probabilities P (x|f ) are computed by counting the actual number of each labelling at pixel position x from the face images in the training dataset. Since the hair location is strongly dependent on the hair style, we manually cluster the ground truth images into six different hair styles, and then compute the location prior probabilities P (x|f ) for each hair style. Figure 1 shows the hair probability mask in each hair style by stacking all the location probabilities into an image mask.
The computation of the color prior distribution contains two training steps, the offline training step and the online model update step. The offline training step is described in the following first. The natural hair color prior distribution P (z|f = 1) generally depends on gender, ethnicity, age, and illumination conditions. We first manually cluster labelled hair pixels into five different color classes: black, brown, blond, red, and gray. The hair color distribution in each hair color class is then computed by Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) from the labelled hair pixels. The prior face color distribution P (z|f = 2) is also computed by GMM from labelled face pixels. In our current implementation, each GMM has 5 modes and learned by Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm. Finally, the prior background color distribution P (z|f = 0) is initialized as a uniform distribution.
When the test image is given, pixels are sampled from high probability areas based on location prior model P (x|f ) for each face, hair, and background region. The background color model P (z|f = 0) is updated by learning a GMM from the background pixels. Face pixels which disagree with the prior face color GMM model are discarded, and then P (z|f = 2) is updated learning a GMM from the remaining face pixels. For pixels belonging to hair regions, first maximum likelihood strategy are applied to decide the hair color class based on the offline learning results, and then discard pixels which disagree with this particular hair color class GMM. Finally P (z|f = 1) is again updated by learning a GMM from the remaining hair pixels.
Next we will describe how to apply Graph-Cut and alternative Loopy Belief Propagation by integrating the color and location prior to perform the hair and face segmentation.
Segmentation by Graph-Cut
Boykov et al. [3] address the image segmentation problem as the energy minimization problem. The energy function E(S) defines the goodness measurement of the segmentation S. Typically, E can be specified as follows:
(1)
R specifies how well pixels fit into the color and location probabilistic models under segmentation labelling S, which can be defined as:
where P (I(x)|f x ) denotes the color likelihood probability, and P (x|f x ) denotes the location likelihood probability described in Subsection 2.1. β denotes the relative importance of the color and location probability terms. We found that good results are obtained with the setting β = 1.
The second term B in Equation 1 incorporates the smoothness of the nearby pixels into segmentation S, and can be denoted by the image gradient in the RGB or LAB color space around the segmentation boundary:
where δ(S(x i ) = S(x j )) = 1 if x i and x j have different labelling, and otherwise it is 0. Ω denotes the set of neighboring pixels, and γ denotes a normalized constant and can be defined by the inverse of the average contrast between neighboring pixels.
Note that the constant term α in Equation 1 represents the relative importance between the two energy terms R and B, and it can be picked by a regression test over a large training dataset. We found that good results are obtained with the setting α = 0.5.
Given an input face image, the goal is to seek the optimal segmentation S * by minimizing the energy function E:
Boykov et al. [3] have shown how to solve this minimization problem by constructing a graph such that the minimum cut is the optimal segmentation labelling. In addition, the minimum cut can be computed efficiently with an iterative procedure called alpha-expansion.
Carsten Rother et al. [15] have also shown that this energy minimization procedure can be applied iteratively to improve the segmentation performance, because the segmentation result in the previous iteration can be used to refine the color GMM parameters for the hair, face, and background regions.
Segmentation by Loopy Belief Propagation
In this subsection, we reformulate the segmentation problem as the Markov network inference, and present another alternative algorithm, Loopy Belief Propagation (LBP), to compute optimal hair and face segmentation based on the color and location prior model.
We build the pairwise Markov network with the likelihood given in the following form:
where Z is a normalization constant, also called partition function,
. The singleton potential function φ(S(x)) represents the likelihood of the labelling assignment, and is denoted as following product of two scores:
where φ color (I(x)) and φ location (I(x)) quantify how well the color and location prior model match the segmentation hypothesis. We simply define φ color (I(x)) = P (I(x)|f ), and φ location (I(x)) = P (x|f ), where P (I(x)|f ) and P (x|f ) denote the location likelihood probability described in previous Subsection 2.1. The pairwise potential function φ ij (S(x i ), S(x j )) represents a joint configuration where pixel x i has the labelling S(x i ) and pixel x j has the labelling S(x j ):
where denotes a small constant to ensure there is a uniform probability for all the possible labelling in the neighborhood pixels. This is particularly useful when the probabilistic term of the image gradient exp(−γ I(
2 ) is noisy.
The segmentation problem now can be treated as the maximum a posteriori (MAP) inference problem in a Figure 1 {θ Hc |H c = 0, . . . , 4}: GMMs for each trained hair color class H c θ Fc : GMM for the trained face color model {θ f |f = 0, . . . , 2}: GMMs for online hair, face, and background models Offline Training: A set of 150 manually labelled groundtruth face images are used to train the location prior model, P (x|f ) by computing the probabilistic mask M Hs , as well as face and hair color GMM model parameters, θ Hc and θ Fc . Begin 1. Initialization: Sample pixels from high probability areas of background, face, and hair regions based on {M Hs } in the input image I. Discard pixels in the face regions which disagree with face color model GMM θ Fc . For pixels belonging to hair regions, apply maximum likelihood strategy to decide the hair color class H * c based on GMMs {θ Hc }. Discard hair pixels again which disagree with this hair color class H * c .
Online Updating Models:
For pixels assign to face, hair, and background regions, use the Expectation Maximization algorithm to learn the GMMs {θ f } for face, hair, and background regions with five random seeds initialization.
Estimating Segmentation S:
Use Graph-Cut or Loopy Belief Propagation algorithm to seek the optimal segmentation S by evaluating Equation 4 or Equation 8.
Looping back to
Step 2 till Convergence 5. Estimating Hair Style (Optional) : Use maximum likelihood strategy to perform the hair style estimation based on the distance between the segmentation result S and hair location mask M Hs .
End Figure 2 . Summary of the proposed segmentation algorithm.
Markov network:
The Loopy Belief Propagation can be directly applied to solve the MAP problem in Equation 8 . However, when the size of image becomes larger, the large amount of nodes and edges in the Markov network make the LBP inference process quite expensive, and also increase the chance to nonconvergency. Therefore, in our current implementation, we first pre-process all the images by merging pixels with their similar neighborhoods to M superpixels [11, 14] (M = 60 in our current implementation), then construct the Markov network on top of superpixels, and finally solve the inference problem by the standard LBP algorithm.
After we obtain the segmentation result, we can also estimate the hair style, such as long or short hair, by applying maximum likelihood strategy based on the distance between the segmentation result and hair masks shown in Figure 1 . The detailed segmentation algorithm is summarized in Figure 2. 
Experiments and Results

Ground Truth Collection and Data Preparation
In order to train the color and location prior model and evaluate the performance of our framework, we manually labelled hair, face, and background regions of 150 face images as a ground truth dataset. These face images plus another 5000 testing images are detected by the face and facial features (eye, nose, and lip corners) detectors based on the enhanced state-of-the-art ada-boost detector [13] and Bayesian inference registration process [17] , and then geometrically aligned and cropped to our standard formats. Our standard formats include high resolution 300 × 300 and low resolution 128 × 128. There are 1000 labelled test images with high resolution 300 × 300 for qualitative and quantitative evaluation, and the rest 4000 images with low resolution 128 × 128 for qualitative evaluation only. Figure 3 displays the qualitative comparisons of the segmentation results with the simple color clustering algorithm proposed by Yacoob and Davis [19] . The simple color clustering algorithm fails to generate accurate hair segmentation because the color variation of the blond hair is large in the first example, and the hair and cloth have similar color in the second example. Our proposed model considers both location and color information in a principled way, and thereby leads to better segmentation results.
Hair and Face Segmentation Results
The error rates based on the number of pixels that were misclassified for our proposed Graph-Cut algorithm, LBP algorithm, and the simple color clustering algorithm [19] are 8.8%, 9.4%, and 38.4%, respectively. We also test our hair classification algorithm by grouping hair length into short and long two hair classes based on the human judged fact if the hair touches the shoulder or not. The error rate of the hair length classification based on Graph-Cut and LBP segmentation results are 3.1% and 3.8%. Figure 5 and Figure 6 show more segmentation results in the low resolution dataset.
Both of our proposed algorithms demonstrated good results on the challenging conditions: less color contract between hair and background regions, hair with smooth color variations, and hair color similar to facial skin color. Our proposed Graph-Cut algorithm performed slightly better than the LBP algorithm in terms of the quality and speed. Our explanation is that the performance of current LBP implementation really depends on the superpixel initialization. The merging process of superpixels currently is only based on the color gradient and therefore it is easier to accumulate errors.
Most of the failure cases happened when the images are dark. Figure 4 shows one failure example. The color model failed to discriminate the hair and background in this case, but the location model still captured the hair shape so that all the dark background pixels were not assigned to hair. Other failure cases we have seen include images with a bold head, and images with dramatic changes of multiple hair colors. 
Summary and Conclusions
We have proposed a probabilistic hair and face segmentation algorithm to fully automatically segment face and hair regions from the background. We have demonstrated that our segmentation algorithm is effective for a large testing face dataset under challenging conditions. Future steps would be to generalize this algorithm for profile views and integrate our hair and face segmentation algorithm with the proper feature extractor in the face recognition system.
